
 

NBR-570 Fully Automatic Paper-Plastic Liner Blister 
Packaging Machine 
 

 
 
The equipment can automatically complete Blister forming, Blister Die cutting, Blister transiting, 
paper-card dropping, heat sealing, and output delivery and other functions. 
 
Features: 
 
This equipment is the new equipment which is developed by our technical department based on 
the mature technology from pharmaceutical packing machinery of more than 20 years, and 
absorbing the working principle of similar machine abroad.It has the feature of man-machine 
interface, PLC control, encoders, touch screen operation, automatic counting, adjustable stroke, 
accurate, convenient and frequency conversion infinitely adjustable-speed, machine operation is 
stable, can apply various size specifications of the paper packaging, easy to operate, durable, 
clean, and equipped with safety emergency stop device to ensure the emergency measures in 
production, increase the operation safety factor, is the most ideal packaging equipment at present. 
 
Technical and quality standard requirements: 
 
1. The working efficiency of the equipment is set at more than 15 modules/min. The replacement 
of feeder, template and other parts of the same specifications will not affect the accuracy of the 
equipment, and ensure the stable operation of the equipment to meet the production process and 
technical requirements. 
2. This equipment adopts haoliwang oil-free self-lubricating vacuum pump made in Japan, and 
adopts imported cylinders and electrical components to increase the stable performance of the 
equipment. 



3. The equipment is equipped with the detection functions of PVC fragment, sheet finish and paper 
card. 
4. This device uses man-machine interface and PLC control system, and is equipped with 
counting, starting code, fault warning (warning light), maintenance warning (warning light) and 
other functions. 
5. Convenient cleaning residue. 
6. Each manipulator to ensure the correct placement of the tool. 
7. Party A shall provide party B with paper Cards, sheets, products and other raw materials for 
machine testing. 
8. Spare parts, accessories and special tools are provided at random. The quantity is provided 
according to the packing list. 
 
Application: 
 
It is suitable for paper plastic packaging for daily product , stationery, hardware, cosmetics, lighting 
bulbs and other paper-plastic packaging. such as: battery, toothbrush, injection, lip balm, pen, 
glue, socket, bearing, and other industries,  so as to improve product grade. 
 

 


